Hydrogen-bonding changes of internal water molecules upon the actions of microbial rhodopsins studied by FTIR spectroscopy.
Microbial rhodopsins are classified into type-I rhodopsins, which utilize light energy to perform wide varieties of function, such as proton pumping, ion pumping, light sensing, cation channels, and so on. The crystal structures of several type-I rhodopsins were solved and the molecular mechanisms have been investigated based on the atomic structures. However, the crystal structures of proteins of interest are not always available and the basic architectures are sometimes quite similar, which obscures how the proteins achieve different functions. Stimulus-induced difference FTIR spectroscopy is a powerful tool to detect minute structural changes providing a clue for elucidating the molecular mechanisms. In this review, the studies on type-I rhodopsins from fungi and marine bacteria, whose crystal structures have not been solved yet, were summarized. Neurospora rhodopsin and Leptosphaeria rhodopsin found from Fungi have sequence similarity. The former has no proton pumping function, while the latter has. Proteorhodopsin is another example, whose proton pumping machinery is altered at alkaline and acidic conditions. We described how the structural changes of protein were different and how water molecules were involved in them. We reviewed the results on dynamics of the internal water molecules in pharaonis halorhodopsin as well. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Retinal Proteins - You can teach an old dog new tricks.